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Flavours of Gujarati TV Show Details
Gujarat is a state in Western India. It is known to many as the Land of Legends and Lions and is also referred to as
the Jewel in Western India. ETV Gujarati is the only Gujarati General Entertainment Channel in India.
Flavours of Gujarat is a cooking show in Western India, which airs 30 minutes every night from Monday to
Saturday at 6:30 to 7 pm. This is a show that showcases diﬀerent local cuisines. It is being hosted by Dipali
Gadhavi.
Diphali Gadhavi travels in the corners of Gujarat to look for local dishes that she can share to her Televiewers.
These travel segments add up in the entertainment of the show and the viewers of Flavours of Gujarat can easily
connect to it. Aside from the variety of dishes that they can learn, it also feels like traveling around the places of
Gujarat. There are some places that locals have not yet reached so the show’s concept seems to be very eﬀective
in connecting western India’s people with the culinary world.
Viewers get to learn a lot of techniques on how to cook sumptuous meals for their family. Cooking has been a daily
routine in our lives especially in our household. Knowing easy steps on how to cook a special meal could add up
ﬂavor also in family relationships. The show also oﬀers platforms to the locals who wanted to show oﬀ their talent
in cooking and to some, their unique way in preparing dishes. This show has been a very much awaited cooking
show on India’s television screen every night.
Everyday, the viewers are waiting for new tips and local dishes that they can learn from the show. The 30-minute
show time is really worth watching. They also have a segment wherein they connect with their featured family and
it makes it even more entertaining. It seems that they never run out of dishes to showcase. The show is also able
to show some of western India’s culture and lifestyle for the world to see. They get to introduce some spices that
are totally unknown to the other practitioners in the culinary industry.
The smile and charm of the show’s anchor Dipali Gadhavi seem to add ﬂavor in their ﬁnished product, making it a
big hit to its viewers. After all, it always feels great to serve your someone special a meal that you whole heartedly
prepared. As they say, food is essential to life so therefore, make it good!
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